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REFUGE IN GOD: 

LESSONS FROM THE BOOK OF RUTH 

 

Notes For Week On e: Na om i ,  Ruth,  &  Orp a h 

 

W ithout powerful characters, tumultuous military battles, or ex citing miracles, the book of Ruth 

attracts relatively little attention in the church today.  Y et, since most of us aren' t powerful, 

aggressive, or dramatic, the book has much to say to the average C hristian.  A s we read about 

the lives of Ruth and Naomi, we learn valuable lessons about how God takes care of his people. 

 

I ntroduc tion to the Book  
 

The story of Ruth centers on one family's struggle for security, peace, and refuge.  So the book 

shows us how God blesses those who seek these through him.  Compared with characters such as 

David or Moses, whose victories were on such a grand scale, Ruth and Naomi are heroines of a 

different and quieter kind.  Y et for this very reason, there is much that we can learn from them. 

 

The perspective of Ruth gives us a chance to relate directly to its characters.  Not many of us will 

ever defeat armies or lead a nation, but we all have families and friends with concerns of their 

own.  And, even for those few believers whom God might one day call to more public roles, it is 

important first to experience the kinds of quieter but deeper victories that Ruth won, so that God 

later can bring genuine success in the more visible fights. 

 

In the course of the main story, the anonymous author* indicates or implies several points of 

historical, legal, or theological interest.  Ruth was an ancestor of David and of Jesus, which adds 

importance to her life.  The story shows a successful marriage between an Israelite and a foreign 

woman, and it gives a practical example of the ancient practice of Levirate marriage.  These all 

have significance, yet they are secondary to the ways that God cares for Ruth and her loved ones. 

 
* Ancient commentators often considered Samuel to be the author, but there is a lack of evidence to 

confirm this.  The best evidence suggests that Ruth was likely written slightly after Samuel's lifetime. 

 

The theme of the book is summarized in Ruth 2:12, " May the L ord repay you for what you have 

done.  May you be richly rewarded by the L ord, the God of Israel, under whose wings you have 

come to take refuge."   Ruth and her family, like most of us, were looking for refuge and 

protection from the world's troubles and sadness.  She was not even one of God's own people, 

but because of her kindness and loyalty, God was able to bless her, to reveal himself to her, and 

to involve her in his plans. 

 

There are also some other themes to remember as we study Ruth.  On a personal level, the book 

is a story of struggle and searching.  Things did not come easily for Ruth or for those close to 

her.  We know how frustrating it is when everything in our lives seems difficult and complicated.  

But God can use such situations in valuable ways.  When we remain faithful through the difficult 

times in our lives, the questions we ask and the things we endure help us to trust God and to 

understand what he is doing. 

 

Some Christians are, unfortunately, no different from pagans in desiring quick, effortless 

victories.  Some confused believers even think that to expect things to come easily is a sign of 

'faith'.  But if we, like Ruth, arrive at the truth and gain our victories by overcoming obstacles 

through extended searching and waiting, those victories will be far more satisfying and lasting. 
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On a broader level, the book reminds us that we are always part of a plan that God has designed. 

God is a Master at weaving together plans for individuals with plans for his people on a larger 

scale.  As God works to meet Ruth's needs and to repay her for her patience and kindness, he 

also fulfills part of a long-term plan.  Ruth also shows us how God gives importance to events 

and actions that aren't exciting enough to grab the attention of most humans. 

 

Questions for Discussion or Study: Given the general nature of the book of Ruth, what 

kinds of lessons might we expect to learn from it?  What kinds of concerns tend to 

dominate our daily thoughts?  What daily expectations do we have of God? 

 

A F am ily's D ec ision (Ruth 1:1-5 ) 
 

The first few verses of Ruth give a brief, almost detached description of a family facing some 

trying times and difficult decisions.  They have things tough to begin with, and to them it must 

have seemed as if everything they tried to do eventually failed.  They also received little or no 

help from anyone around them, yet all the while God was watching over them. 

 

We are introduced first to Ruth's in-laws, Elimelech and Naomi (1:1-2).  They are 'Ephrathites 

from Bethlehem'*, an identification that will assume more significance later.  They lived "in the 

times of the judges"**.  This was an era of hardships for Israel, especially for faithful Jews who 

had to endure both the influence of foreign idols and the punishment that God brought for this. 

 
* Ephrath, or Ephrathah, is just an older name for the region around Bethlehem. 

 

** The era of the judges was characterized by a recurring cycle of events.  Israel's widespread idolatry and 

disobedience to God would force God to deliver over his people to foreign oppression, in order to 

discipline them, with the oppression ending only when the people cried out in repentance to God for help.  

Then he would send them a deliverer (or 'judge'), and things would be better for a short while, only soon to 

be followed by another relapse into sinful ways. 

 

Elimelech and Naomi lived during a time of severe famine, which was probably caused by the 

raids of neighboring pagan countries.  They had two boys, and they decided to move for a while 

to the foreign country of Moab*, to hope for better things.  

 
* Moab is the nation that descended from one of Lot's sons (see Genesis 19:30-38).  Its territory was to the 

east of the Dead Sea, just north of Edom. 

 

But the family continues to experience sorrow and loss (1:3-5).  First, Elimelech dies, leaving 

Naomi alone with her sons.  Fortunately, her sons find wives in Moab: Mahlon marries Ruth (see 

4:10), and K ilion marries Orpah*.  But within ten years both sons die too, leaving the three 

women on their own.  We can easily appreciate the discouragement and the apprehension that 

Naomi must have felt.  Her family had made a decision, hoping for the best, and it had turned out 

as badly as it possibly could have.  As objective observers, should we pity her or criticize her? 

 
* Note that there was never any prohibition upon Israelites marrying women from Moab (or most of the 

other nations that were related to Israel).  The Israelites were strictly prohibited from marrying Canaanites 

(Deuteronomy 7 :1-6), but Moabites were not in this group. 

 

Not all commentators understand this distinction.  Some modern commentators have even developed the 

(inane) theory that Ruth was written during the time of Nehemiah, in protest to Nehemiah's policies against 

inter-marriage (which were in a different setting altogether).  Those commentators who think this do not 

accept the inspiration of the Scriptures, besides holding misconceptions about the Mosaic Law. 
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We have so many decisions to make - as individuals, families, and congregations - and they often 

turn out badly, sometimes even when we choose correctly.  We all know the insecurity and fear 

that come from facing a difficult situation without being able confidently to know God's will.  

We need the support and encouragement of those around us, whether we chose 'correctly' or not. 

 

Y et we might find that, like Job, during our difficult times others might criticize or avoid us.  

Indeed, it is not always easy to know to what degree Christians have a responsibility to comfort 

the struggling.  So as we study Ruth, we may also want to keep in mind events that have 

happened in our own experience, so as to put ourselves in the places of Naomi, Ruth, and Orpah.   

 

It is part of human nature that we often see others' lives either in terms of how they affect our 

own, or in terms of how they satisfy or don't satisfy our own preconceptions, theories, and 

wishes.  As Christians, we should strive to treat other persons like individual souls, not like 

objects, and to avoid classifying everyone or putting them all into convenient boxes.  Every 

person we meet is an individual, with his or her own needs and problems, while at the same we 

all share the same fundamental spiritual needs in our souls and spirits. 

 

Questions for Discussion or Study: What kinds of choices did Elimelech and his family 

have while living in Bethlehem?  What kinds of situations might we face that offer 

similar choices?  What kinds of experiences might we have that would be similar to 

Naomi's?  What kinds of choices did she and her two daughters-in-law have after the 

deaths of Mahlon and K ilion?  Could we ever face similar situations? 

 

M utual Com fort (Ruth 1:6 -10 ) 
 

Finally, Naomi does receive some good news, as she learns that God has brought the famine in 

Judah to an end.  She thus prepares to return home, and her two daughters-in-law prepare to go 

along with her.  As they start on their way, though, Naomi reflects on her own experience in a 

foreign land, and she advises the two younger women to remain in their own homeland. 

 

Even in Moab, Naomi heard the news of what God had now done for his people (1:6-7 ).  At this 

point, some commentators on Ruth criticize Naomi and her husband for not waiting in Israel*.  

They point out that eventually things would have gotten better, and some even expound on how 

this family got what they deserved for their "lack of faith".  In this respect, it is interesting (and 

probably significant) that the writer never really tells us what the basis for their decision was, or 

whether their decision was 'right' or 'wrong' in God's eyes. 

 
* This is also true of some ancient commentators.  In particular, the influential Talmud viewed the unusual 

number of deaths in this family as a punishment for leaving Judah. 

 

What we do know is that Naomi got ready to return to Judah as soon as she heard the good news.  

She also assumed responsibility for the two younger widows, even though they were not her own 

daughters.  For their part, Ruth and Orpah unhesitatingly prepare to accompany Naomi. The 

mutual concern and support that the three women share with each other would undoubtedly have 

been a great comfort to all of them in their grief and anxiety. 

 

Naomi further demonstrates her compassion and sensitivity through her concern for the future of 

Ruth and Orpah (1:8-10).  For their part, they want to return with her to Judah.  It seems apparent 

that their foreign mother-in-law had shown them enough care and godliness to make them prefer 

to go with her to an unknown land, rather than to remain in their own country.  In all cases, there 

is no analysis, recrimination, or criticism regarding things in the past. 
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Notice how all three women are interested in helping one another, despite their own misfortunes.  

It is often the case that those who care the most about needs in someone else's life are often the 

ones who are best able to cope with even the most distressing circumstances in their own lives.  

Conversely, those who are insensitive to others' misfortunes are sometimes the same ones who 

behave the worst when they themselves have problems. 

 

Helping those in desperate need is never easy, and it is entirely natural that we often respond in 

well-meaning but relatively unhelpful ways.  One natural course is to explain or analyze why the 

problems occurred, showing someone how his/her own mistakes caused them.  Likewise, it is 

tempting to want to provide immediate solutions or advice, when the immediate need may 

simply be for comfort and reassurance.  These and many similar responses are by no means 

'wrong', of course, yet in many cases the time for them comes later, not right away. 

  

P ain feels just as bad whether it is deserved or not, and the immediate need may well be for 

understanding and communication, even if someone clearly has caused their own problems.  

After the wounds have healed a bit, there will be more than enough time for analysis, 

explanation, and future planning.  But sometimes it is best simply to be with someone.  Here in 

Ruth, Naomi's daughters-in-law had no clue what they could do to improve matters.  But they 

did know that they could be of great value to Naomi, and to each other, just by sticking together. 

 

Of course, complete comfort comes from God alone.  And so there comes a time when we must 

expect those who struggle to move ahead with God's help.  Y et we still ought to do what we can 

to give others what they really need when they struggle.  The faith of Naomi, which we shall 

study next in detail, will also help us grow in the way that we deal with our own struggles. 

 

Questions for Discussion or Study: Should it change our view of Naomi that God decided 

to end the famine in Israel?  What decisions does Naomi face now?  What choices are 

available to her?  What choices do Ruth and Orpah have?  Are there any situations we 

might face in which some of the principles involved might be similar? 

 

S ourc es &  Referenc es 
 

The book of Ruth has not received a great deal of attention from commentators.  Since it is short, 

it is sometimes included in commentaries on Judges and/or other books.  One particularly good 

commentary on Ruth, recommended for those who want to do further study on their own, is: 

 

David Atkinson, T he Message of Ruth, The Bible Speaks Today series 

 

Other commentaries worth reading include: 

 

Cundler &  Morris, J udges and Ruth, Tyndale Commentaries 

John R. Franke (editor), J oshua, J udges, Ruth, 1 -2 Samuel, Ancient Christian Commentary 

F r a n k  G a e b e l e i n  ( e d i t o r ) ,  The Expositor's Bible Commentary ,  V o l u m e  3:  D e u t e r o n o m y  -  2 

S a m u e l  

Robert L. Hubbard, T he Book O f Ruth, New International Commentary 

 

 - Mark Garner, Northland C hurch of C hrist, September 2006 

 

© 2006 by Mark Garner 
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Congregations and individuals may make or print copies of these notes for home, class, or small 

group study, without further permission, provided that the author and congregation are credited.  

Any other use requires the permission of the author. 
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REFUGE IN GOD: 

LESSONS FROM THE BOOK OF RUTH 

 

Notes For Week Tw o: Where Y ou Go,  I Wi l l  Go (Ruth 1 :1 1 -2:3) 

 

Naomi has set out on her return to J udah, accompanied by her daughters-in-law Ruth and 

O rpah.  But this family continues to face difficult decisions, for the q uestion arises as to whether 

it would really be the right thing for the two younger women to leave their own homeland.  W e 

shall try to put ourselves in their places as we read about their choices and decisions. 

 

Review of Last Week 's Class: Naom i,  Ruth,  &  Orp ah (Ruth 1:1-10 ) 
 

The perspective and the theme of the book of Ruth are summarized by Ruth 2:12.  This short 

book allows us to become part of the lives of some humble yet faithful souls, as they face 

difficulties and decisions by seeking refuge in God.  On a personal level, the book teaches us the 

role that struggle and searching play in our relationship with God.  On a broader level, the book 

helps us to see the masterful ways that God designs his plans, simultaneously caring for 

individuals and their needs while furthering long-term and large-scale objectives. 

 

The story opens with a family's decision (1:1-5).  Elimelech, Naomi, and their two sons move to 

Moab to escape a famine in Judah, but they encounter sorrow and loss.  All three men die, 

leaving Naomi and her two young daughters-in-law.  The three women are an example of mutual 

comfort (1:6-10) that overshadows questions about the family's original decision.  Naomi is 

concerned that Ruth and Orpah might be better off staying in Moab, rather than going with her to 

Judah.  All three remain committed to helping one another, despite their own grief and anxiety. 

 

Com p assion I n T he M idst of S uffering (Ruth 1:11-14) 
 

Despite all that she has been through, Naomi's main concern is not for herself but rather for Ruth 

and Orpah.  She is willing to return to Judah alone, if that would be the best thing for them.  The 

few faults we might be able to find in Naomi and in Ruth are trivial when compared with the 

many indications of their deep-rooted faithfulness and compassion. 

 

Naomi now explains her concerns at length (1:11-13).  Before Ruth and Orpah leave Moab, 

Naomi wants to be sure that they understand the practicalities involved.  They cannot count on 

Naomi to provide them new husbands or any other significant means of support, and she will be 

their only close relationship once they leave Moab. She must have drawn great comfort from 

their companionship and their loyalty to her, but when she began to think objectively, she began 

to question whether it was really best for their own future to return to Israel with her. 

 

As Naomi speaks, she conveys an attitude of resigned pessimism about her own future.  Her 

statement that 'the Lord's hand has gone out against me' is almost shocking in view of the other 

qualities we have seen in her.  Indeed some commentators, focusing only on the negative, 

severely reproach Naomi for this statement.  But she is in fact a powerful example of faith 

despite discouragement, and of faith despite confusion. 

 

Naomi realizes that God is control of all things.  Despite her hurt over the present and her 

anxiety for the future, she never doubts that it is God who rules and God to whom she must 

entrust the future (notice the number of times she refers to God in verses 6-9).  She does not 

attempt to impose her will on the situation, for she knows that she must entrust all to God. 
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Naomi is unhappy with God, and she certainly does not understand his plans (see also verses 20-

21 below), but in expressing her feelings she, like David and other psalmists, is only being 

honest.  She never considers turning away from God.  Many of us could learn a lesson from this.  

God would rather have a faithful pessimist like Naomi than someone who is quick to utter pat 

praises of God when things are going well, only to turn away when things become harder. 

 

God is a refuge, but not in the sense that he will protect us from ever getting hurt.  Rather, he will 

keep us close to him, and will keep our faith alive as long as we wish it so.  The faith that Naomi 

was able to preserve was far more precious than any temporary blessings God could have given 

her.  We also must learn to value the few permanent things we have - faith, salvation, fellowship 

with God - more than earthly things that will not last. 

 

Soon there are only two of them heading to Judah (1:14).  Naomi's feelings spark an outpouring 

of emotion from the younger women, with the end result that Orpah, finally, decides to take 

Naomi's advice and return home.  Although we learn nothing more about her, she remains a good 

example in her own right.  She did not go home until she knew that Naomi had at least had some 

time to get her feet back on the ground.  Orpah fulfilled her responsibility admirably, and then 

made a perfectly good decision that Naomi approved. 

 

Sometimes the greatest things that we can give to each other in the midst of struggles are simply 

our prayers and our care.  At times these are more valuable than any wisdom or righteousness.  

Even if the book ended here, we would have seen three women who, while having little to share 

in terms of plans or insights concerning the situation, stood together at a desperate time. 

 

Questions for Discussion or Study: Why does Naomi try so hard to get Ruth and Orpah to 

turn back?  What might Naomi have hoped would occur?  Are her comments about God 

sinful?  Consider Orpah's situation - what can we learn from her? 

 

A Lasting D evotion (Ruth 1:15 -21) 
 

Ruth's nature and character, her love for Naomi, and the ways she has seen God revealed in 

Naomi, all make it impossible for her to go back 'home'.  She devotes herself to Naomi, goes to a 

new, strange land, and serves a new, living God.  In so doing, she sacrifices worldly forms of 

security, but she will find spiritual blessings of a more satisfying and lasting nature. 

 

Despite Naomi's urgings, Ruth is determined and committed to returning with her (1:15-18).  

Naomi gives her one more chance to turn back, but Ruth sticks with her choice.  Indeed, she 

expresses herself at length, making it clear that she accepts Naomi's homeland, people, and God* 

as her own. Ruth's decision obviously goes deeper than a mere personal attachment to Naomi, for 

she is convinced that she is doing the right thing for both of them.  Her firm conviction puts an 

end to Naomi's attempts to change her mind, and Naomi now accepts Ruth's decision**. 
 

* Ruth's phrasing might make it sound as if she sees God as simply 'Naomi's god', on the same level as the 

various false gods she may have heard of.  But this was simply a common figure of speech.  Ruth's words 

and actions show us that she saw something different about the living God, and she wanted to follow him. 

 

** Again, some commentators become confused by their own preconceptions about Naomi, and see her as 

sullenly tolerating Ruth's decision.  There is no good basis for such an inference.  Naomi saw that Ruth had 

thought things over, so henceforth Naomi said nothing else on the subject of going back to Moab. 
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So the two of them arrive in Bethlehem (1:19-21).  There is no grand welcome for Naomi, yet 

there is plenty of curiosity and a few questions.  It is not clear whether the townspeople's 

question, 'can this be Naomi?' reflects disbelief or merely inquisitiveness, but in either case they 

give the impression of not caring much about Naomi's personal well-being.   

 

Naomi once more expresses her hurt and disappointment, and she again makes comments that 

implicitly reproach God.  Y et she remains ever faithful despite it all, and her honesty is part of 

the healing process.  Faith was now all Naomi had left, while Ruth's faith in the living God had 

just begun.  But their faith was enough to give them a lasting bond with each other, and it would 

enable God to bless them and to use them in ways they couldn't have imagined. 

 

Questions for Discussion or Study: What motivated Ruth to decide to stay with Naomi?  

What implications of her decision might she understand?  What implications might she 

not understand?  What do Naomi's further comments on her situation reveal about her?  

What might God have thought about her feelings at this point? 

 

S tarting Over (Ruth 1:22-2:3) 

 

In Judah, Naomi and Ruth have more decisions to make.  How will they support themselves?  

Will they wait until something happens, will they wait for someone to take care of them, or can 

they do something to get back on their feet?  Ruth takes the initiative, and though she must start 

out in a humble and lowly situation, it will lead later to blessings for her and for Naomi. 

 

A couple of pieces of the overall puzzle are given to us as readers, although they may not have 

seemed immediately significant to Ruth and Naomi themselves (1:22-2:1).  It happened that the 

barley harvest was just beginning* as the two women arrived in Judah.  This was generally an 

upbeat time in the community, which would at first have contrasted somewhat sadly with the 

grief the two women were feeling.  Y et it soon proved to be a time of blessing for them. 

 
* This would have been in late April or early May, with the spring wheat harvest following soon 

afterwards.  It was in this connection that the feast of firstfruits was to take place (see Leviticus 23:9-14). 

 

The narrator also mentions a character who will soon become important: Naomi's relative Boaz.  

Although Boaz is a landowner and a 'man of standing', Naomi apparently had not made any 

appeal for help to him.  This is probably revealing of her character and of her expectation that 

she and Ruth were going to have to make ends meet on their own. 

 

Ruth accepts the responsibility to do something, and she volunteers to go gleaning in a nearby 

field (2:2-2:3).  This was a lowly beginning, for gleaning grain was an occupation of the poorest 

Israelites with no other reliable source of sustenance*.  A gleaner would follow workers 

harvesting a large field, and pick up the scraps of grain left behind.  Since the harvesters labored 

by hand, they usually left enough grain to make the effort worthwhile for a patient gleaner.  It 

was hardly an impressive beginning in her new home, but Ruth was doing what she could for 

herself and for Naomi.  Ruth's initiative and humility are quite an example. 

 
* Moreover, it was God's will that the poor be allowed to experience his grace in this way.  The Law of 

Moses even required landowners to provide opportunities for gleaning (see Leviticus 19:9-10). 

 

Ruth had few options available to her, but she did what she could, humiliating and tedious 

though it was.  Even Christians can sometimes find it a bit too easy at times to criticize others 

without asking what we ourselves can or ought to do.  To be sure, there are so many reprobates, 
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sociopaths, and others in the world around us who could improve their lives and others' lives in a 

moment simply by humbling themselves, learning a little bit, and making a sincere effort.  But 

God's call to us is to ask ourselves about our own lives first, and this is what Ruth has done. 

 

Even faithful Christians sometimes stop drawing closer to God, because many of the most 

important things in our relationship with God are about as glamorous and exciting as gleaning 

grain in a field.  Moreover, our self-discipline and diligence are especially taxed by trying times, 

which can make us spiritually listless and lethargic.  We thus can learn from Ruth's example in 

many respects, not merely in providing for our physical needs. 

 

We should always be willing, like Ruth, to do whatever humble tasks God calls us to do.  We 

cannot expect constant excitement and easy victories.  No Christian is ever 'beyond' even the 

basics of Christian living, and a life of faith will often challenge our patience and endurance.  

This is as it should be, and this God will bless. 

 

We see also that, without knowing it, Ruth chooses Boaz's field in which to glean.  This 

'coincidence' will soon lead to some significant developments. 

 

Questions for Discussion or Study: What might Ruth and Naomi have felt when arriving 

in Judah at harvest time?  What choices might they have had for supporting themselves?  

What might have motivated Ruth to go gleaning?  How can we see God at work?  In our 

relationship with God, how can we follow Ruth's example of humility and initiative? 

 

- Mark Garner, September 2006 

 

© 2006 by Mark Garner 

Congregations and individuals may make or print copies of these notes for home, class, or small 

group study, without further permission, provided that the author and congregation are credited.  

Any other use requires the permission of the author. 
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REFUGE IN GOD: 

LESSONS FROM THE BOOK OF RUTH 

 

Notes For Week Three: Brought Together By God (Ruth 2:4-23) 

 

Now that Naomi and Ruth have settled in Bethlehem, where Naomi and her family had once 

lived, they must make a fresh start for themselves.  Ruth has shown both initiative and humility 

by her willingness to glean grain in a field.  In so doing, she has also set in motion a chain of 

events through which God will bless her and others.   

 

Review of Previous Classes 

 

As the book begins, we meet Naomi, Ruth, and Orpah (Ruth 1:1-10), and we then follow the 

lives of these three women as they seek refuge in God (Ruth 2:12).  Throughout the book, events 

are related from the perspective of the characters.  That is, we are not told what God himself is 

thinking or doing, so that we must look for God's hand at work.  The narrative first tells us of the 

decisions facing this family as they respond to a series of sad events.  Most importantly, they 

provide each other with mutual comfort at a difficult time. 

 

Ruth's attitude, "where you go, I will go" shapes the future for her and Naomi (Ruth 1:11-2:3).  

Despite grief and suffering, the three women show compassion for one another, and Naomi 

retains her faith despite considerable discouragement and pessimism.  Naomi herself convinces 

Orpah that it would be better for her to return home, but Ruth has developed a lasting devotion to 

her mother-in-law, and is determined to go with her to Judah.  As they start over, we see the first 

pieces of the puzzle fall into place, as Ruth goes gleaning in the field of Naomi's relative Boaz. 

 

 

A Light Cannot Be Hidden (Ruth 2:4-13) 
 

Ruth asks for permission to work in the field, and then begins the tedious job of gleaning grain.  

For some reason, the owner of the field himself takes the time to speak with her and encourage 

her.  Ruth naturally wonders why he would make a special effort to reach out to a foreigner in 

such humble circumstances, and in his explanation she begins to learn some valuable lessons. 

 

This, then, is the first meeting between Boaz and Ruth (2:4-9).  It happens when Boaz comes out 

to greet his harvesters, as a gesture of fellowship and goodwill.  When he does so, he notices a 

young woman who is unknown to him, so he asks about her.  His foreman tells him that she is 

Ruth the Moabite (whom Boaz knew by name, as shown below, but not by sight), and he also 

tells Boaz what a hard worker she is.  His report certainly fits in with the impression of initiative 

and dependability that Ruth has already given us. 

 

Now that he knows who she is, Boaz goes out of his way to show kindness to her.  He shows her 

compassion by reassuring her that she can stay in his field, promising her that she will be treated 

well, and inviting her to take a drink from his water jars whenever she is thirsty.  He also 

provides her some practical guidance on gleaning*, to which he also will add later on. 

 
* Boaz's statements in 2:8-9 and 2:15-16 are usually understood to imply that Ruth was inexperienced at 

gleaning.  This would be expected, since the right of the poor to glean was protected by law in Israel, but 

landowners in Moab and other nations would have no such obligation to allow the poor to glean. 
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Ruth then asks, quite understandably, how she may have found such favor in the eyes of a 

stranger (2:10-13).  And thus she finds out that her reputation has preceded her.  Evidently a lot 

of persons in Bethlehem had learned the story of Elimelech's family, and they were aware of the 

faithful young Moabite woman who had come to Israel with her mother-in-law.  Often it may 

seem as if no one notices our faithfulness, and even though we know that it is God above all 

whom we ought to please, we are still encouraged when other humans do take notice of some of 

the good we do.  Here Ruth learns that others are aware of her loyalty and her courage, and that 

this rich man has been favorably impressed with what he has heard of her. 

 

For his part, Boaz has been encouraged by what he knows about Ruth, and he eagerly helps her.  

We may not have Boaz's position or wealth, yet we can still emulate him in at least expressing 

our appreciation and encouragement when we see someone living by sincere and strong faith.  A 

lot of others had heard of Ruth, and probably also thought well of her, but they had not taken the 

time to express it to her. 

 

Boaz's comments reveal his own perspective as well as Ruth's faithfulness.  Boaz clearly sees 

that what Ruth has done is 'taking refuge in God', for he sees that she has dealt with her grief and 

with the array of choices in her life by taking shelter in the one place that is secure.  Her loyalty 

to Naomi, her brave decision to leave her own people, her acts of kindness, her humility and hard 

work, all flowed out of this decision to make the living God (whom she had first seen through 

Naomi) the center and foundation of her life.   

 

Ruth receives this commendation with humble gratitude.  Already we can see that Ruth and Boaz 

are united in sharing a basic godly perspective on their lives, and this will make it very easy for 

God to bring them together.  Ruth's character and actions have so far had an effect on only a 

small level, but because they come from faith, God is very pleased with them. 

 

Questions for Discussion or Study: How is God working in this situation?  What things 

might he have done so far?  Is there any way that we can know for certain?  What 

qualities does Ruth have that God can use? What qualities does Boaz have that God can 

use?  How can we put into practice what we see here in Boaz and Ruth?  

 

 

Ruth's New Way Of Life (Ruth 2:14-23) 
 

Shown kindness by Boaz, Ruth settles into a new lifestyle that, while not glamorous or exciting, 

is now secure and peaceful.  Naomi also finds contentment and quiet joy in knowing that her 

relative Boaz has reached out to her daughter-in-law.  Things are starting to become clear, but for 

the time being the two women simply pass the days in humble thankfulness for their blessings. 

 

Ruth has thus found the start of a new way of life (2:14-18).  Boaz continues to show her further 

thoughtfulness, providing her with food and additional assistance.  The result is that she can put 

in a full day of productive work, having gathered a considerable amount of grain* to take home 

for her and Naomi to live on. 

 
* An ephah of grain is about 3/5 of a bushel (some sources say slightly more than a bushel), or 

approximately 22 liters in metric measure, which is more than an average gleaner could expect to gather in 

one day.  Her diligence, Boaz's generous assistance, and God's help had combined to give her such success. 
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Newfound peace and security thus come into the lives of Naomi and Ruth (2:19-23).  As Ruth 

tells Naomi about her day, both of them must be relieved that, for the time being, they will be 

provided for.  Naomi is just as lavish with her expressions of gratitude as she was earlier with her 

statements of despair. 

 

Naomi also now learns (for the first time) who owns the field in which Ruth had been gleaning.  

She at once realizes the importance of Boaz's identity as one of her family's kinsmen-

redeemers'*. As perceptive as Naomi was, there is little doubt that she realized all of the 

possibilities involved.  But she did not yet explain all that she knew and hoped for to Ruth. 

 
* Israelite law provided that the men of a family had the responsibility to marry and/or otherwise provide 

for young widows, and had similar responsibilities for the property and households of men who had died.  

The practice of levirate marriage was written into the Law of Moses, and most Israelite clans had further 

established a line of "kinsmen-redeemers" that had these responsibilities in an extended sense. 

 

Once again Naomi gives us an indication of her character.  Many persons in her position would 

have impatiently forged ahead trying to get Ruth and Boaz together at once.  Instead, Naomi 

simply reinforces Ruth's decision to remain in Boaz's field, rather than move to other fields to 

glean (as most poor persons would have done from time to time).  Naomi is content with that, for 

if God has in mind the same goal she does, it will happen; but if God has a different plan, it 

would not be wise for her to try to impose her own. 

 

Thus Ruth continues in her new, simple lifestyle for several weeks*, gleaning and living with 

Naomi**.  And so we see Ruth's innocence and patience.  She is in no hurry for new, exciting 

things to happen, for that is not why she left Moab.  Ruth's searching was genuine; she did not 

choose a "new" God just to get excitement or blessings.  Thus she was able to be appreciative for 

each small blessing and every little step forward.  It is becoming clear what will happen with 

Ruth, but for everything to work out as God wishes, our characters are going to have to be 

patient for a while yet.  Their patience and faithfulness give us a fine example to follow. 

 
* Ruth apparently continued to glean for the entire length of both the barley harvest and the wheat harvest 

(verse 23), which would have taken several weeks to complete. 

 

** Evidently Naomi or her husband's family had retained ownership of their house in Bethlehem. 

 

Questions for Discussion or Study: What characterizes Ruth's new way of life?  What 

does she seem to think of it?  How does it contrast with the earlier part of her life?  What 

might God be planning for her?  What can we learn from her attitude?  What can we learn 

from Naomi's response? 

 

- Mark Garner, September 2006 

 

© 2006 by Mark Garner 

Congregations and individuals may make or print copies of these notes for home, class, or small 

group study, without further permission, provided that the author and congregation are credited.  

Any other use requires the permission of the author. 
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REFUGE IN GOD: 

LESSONS FROM THE BOOK OF RUTH 

 

Notes For Week Four: Fa ithfuln ess,  P a tien c e,  &  Resolve (Ruth 3 ) 

 

A fter Ruth and N aomi have settled into their new lifestyle for a while, N aomi begins to think 

again about Ruth' s future.  S he advises Ruth to take the initiative with Boaz, and she also 

suggests a specific plan.  The romantic scene on the threshing floor is one of the Old Testament' s 

more distinctive passages, and it also gives us some new lessons to consider. 

 

Review of Previous Classes 

 

The book of Ruth follows Naomi, Ruth, and Orpah as they respond to sorrows and make 

decisions about their future (Ruth 1:1-10).  Ruth chooses to devote herself to her mother-in-law 

Naomi, and to go with her to Judah, telling Naomi that, " where you go, I will go"  (Ruth 1:11-

2:3).  Ruth begins life in her new homeland with the humble occupation of gleaning grain. 

 

Ruth's initiative leads to God bringing her together with Boaz, a relative of Naomi (Ruth 2:4-23). 

Ruth's faithful devotion proves to be a light that cannot be hidden, for when Boaz meets Ruth he 

shows her many kindnesses because of what he has heard about her.  Ruth humbly wonders why 

she has found such favor, and she gratefully accepts her new way of life.  As the harvest season 

passes by, Boaz shows her further kindness, while she and Naomi enjoy newfound peace and 

security, expressing gratitude for all of the ways that they have been cared for. 

 

 

O n T he T hreshing Floor (Ruth 3:1-11) 
 

Boaz's threshing floor becomes the humble site for a tender scene. This time it is Naomi who 

takes the initiative.  She has patiently thought things over, and she encourages Ruth to arrange a 

meeting with Boaz.  Naomi has considered how to get Boaz's attention in an appropriate way, 

and she has a good idea how he will act in an unexpected situation. 

 

Naomi has devised a plan that she now shares with Ruth (3:1-4).  Once again, Naomi is 

thoughtfully considering Ruth's future.  The relationship between Ruth and Boaz has been a 

blessing to both, and Naomi thinks that God may have even more in store.  She instructs Ruth on 

how to make herself particularly attractive, and then provides practical guidance on how best to 

arrange the meeting with Boaz*. 

 
* She would likely have been familiar with the habits of a landowner like Boaz during harvest season, and 

knew where Boaz would be when it was threshing time.  The rest of her suggestions simply provide Ruth 

with a way of making sure that Boaz wakes up in the middle of the night, without it seeming deliberate. 

 

This leads to a romantic scene (3:5-11), and a rather unique episode in the Scriptures (especially 

when we consider the deliberate nature of Naomi's plan).  The story is recorded in detail, since 

the narrator is leading up to the way that God will pull everything together.  We also see in this 

episode that the well-being of faithful, patient believers is important to God.  The world may 

only take notice of the loud, the self-promoting, and the aggressive, but God takes special notice 

of sincere believers no matter what their circumstances.  Boaz and Ruth had never done anything 

that the world would notice, but God had certainly noticed them. 
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Ruth has confidence in Naomi's guidance and judgment, and she follows Naomi's plan precisely.  

As Naomi expected, the cool night air on his uncovered feet soon causes Boaz to wake up.  His 

surprise at seeing Ruth is doubled when she asks him to 'spread the corner of your garment over 

me', since by custom this would mean that he accepted his role as kinsman-redeemer to his 

relative's widow. 

 

The humble Boaz blesses and praises Ruth for her attentions in seeking him, rather than a 

different man whose attractions would be outward only.  Boaz had not expected this kind of 

attention in return for his kindness to Ruth, and he is certainly pleased as well as surprised.  He 

promises Ruth to fulfill his role, as he would be more than happy to be with a woman of such 

fine character.  Their interaction is certainly romantic, and yet it is also pure and innocent*. 

 
* Which was not necessarily the norm for their era.  The book of Judges helps us to see that immorality and 

related sins were just as much of a problem then as they are in any era.  Boaz and Ruth chose for 

themselves the right way of doing things. 

 

Questions for Discussion or Study: What reasons did Naomi have for advising Ruth to 

meet Boaz in this way?  Are there any lessons that we can draw from this?  What can we 

learn from the way that Ruth and Boaz handle the situation?  What does this episode 

reveal about each of these characters' perspectives? 

 

 

L ook ing T o T he Future (Ruth 3:12-18 ) 
 

Once it is clear that both Ruth and Boaz would like to marry each other, they must look to the 

future.  The conscientious Boaz realizes that there is another kinsman-redeemer who has 

precedence over Boaz, and he resolves to deal with the situation promptly and honestly.  Once 

again, both Naomi and Ruth must be patient and faithful as the situation plays out. 

 

Boaz realizes that things are complicated by the existence of another kinsman-redeemer in 

Naomi's family (3:12-13).  Though Boaz would like to marry Ruth immediately, he knows the 

law, and he knows that he does not have first claim.  He must first allow the other, closer relative 

of the dead Mahlon the chance to put in a claim to Ruth and to Mahlon's estate*. 

 
* These were connected both by law and by custom.  When we study the next chapter, we'll go over more 

of the details involved. 

 

This state of affairs is a good example of how godly persons handle a situation in which they 

obviously have strong preferences about the way that things work out.  Many men in Boaz's 

shoes would convince themselves that, " God must want what will make me happy"  and would 

ignore any questions about legality or about God's will.  Boaz clearly loves Ruth, yet his love for 

God is still stronger. 

 

As we observe Ruth's departure (3:14-15), we find that she also has entrusted everything to God.  

As a foreigner, she probably understood none of the legal issues involved, yet she patiently 

permits Boaz to do what he must.  In the morning, she leaves quietly so as not to arouse 

unconstructive controversy or speculation, and she is given yet another gift of food by Boaz. 
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Many women in Ruth's position would have been impatient with Boaz, thinking something like, 

" if he really loved me, he wouldn't consider it so important to do it God's way and risk our 

happiness" .  But Boaz and Ruth trust God with their hearts, not just with their words.  They are 

going to allow God to tell them whether their marriage is what he wants, a seemingly simple yet 

very difficult act of faith. 

 

When Ruth returns home, she again finds Naomi to be a solid source of encouragement and 

godly common sense (3:16-18).  Naomi encourages Ruth with the knowledge that Boaz 

obviously loves her, and that he will see that the matter is resolved quickly, one way or another.  

Naomi too trusts God more than she trusts her own wisdom or advice. 

 

All three of these believers trust God to guide them into what is best, and they also trust each 

other.  Boaz trusts the women, knowing that they will support him in acting as God has called 

him to do, even though it raises the possibility of an unwanted outcome.  Ruth and Naomi trust 

Boaz's good intentions and his godly resolve to have everything clarified and settled quickly. 

 

We know how the story ends, and so we can read the story and quietly give them credit for their 

faithfulness.  Y et it is worth considering how difficult it may have been for them during the 

period of uncertainty, knowing what they wanted, yet voluntarily relinquishing control over 

things so that God can act as he wishes. 

 

Theirs is a good example to remember if we find our own desires pulling strongly at us, while 

being uncertain in our hearts as to what God himself might want.  (And such situations will 

happen sometimes to any believer who is honest with himself or herself.)  At this moment, they 

are not certain how things will work out, but they are all certain that God's decisions will lead to 

what is truly good for everyone, in the eyes of the C reator of the universe. 

 

Questions for Discussion or Study: What would have convinced Boaz that he had to 

check with the other kinsman-redeemer before marrying Ruth?  What other choices might 

he have had?  What does Ruth's response show us?  What does Naomi's response to the 

situation show us?  In what kinds of situations can we emulate their faith?  What fears or 

uncertainties might they have had?  What might they gain from the way they proceed? 

 

- Mark Garner, October 2006 

 

©  2006 by Mark Garner 

C ongregations and individuals may make or print copies of these notes for home, class, or small 

group study, without further permission, provided that the author and congregation are credited.  

Any other use requires the permission of the author. 
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REFUGE IN GOD: 

LESSONS FROM THE BOOK OF RUTH 

 

Notes For Week Five: Hopes Fulfilled (Ruth 4) 

 

In the final chapter of Ruth, we first see how the obstacles to the marriage of Boaz and Ruth are 

cleared away, and then we watch the beginning of their lives together.  The narrator also shows 

us how their story fits into the larger plans that God was developing.  Throughout the book, we 

have seen the ways that God is attentive to the needs of the faithful. 

 

Review of Previous Classes 

 

Naomi, Ruth, and Orpah faced sorrow and loss together (Ruth 1:1-10).  Orpah later returned 

home, while Ruth decided to go with Naomi to Judah (Ruth 1:11-2:3).  Not long after arriving 

there, Ruth went to glean in a field, and God brought her together with Boaz (Ruth 2:4-23). 

 

Ruth, Boaz, and Naomi were able to face the present and the future with faithfulness, patience, 

and resolve (Ruth 3).  Naomi advised Ruth to pursue the possibility of marriage with Boaz, and 

Ruth followed Naomi's plan, leading to a romantic scene on Boaz's threshing floor.  In looking to 

the future, Boaz indicated that there was another kinsman-redeemer whose claim would have 

precedence over Boaz's.  The honest Boaz intends to do things the right way, and the three of 

them face a brief time of uncertainty with a godly attitude. 

 

 

Redeeming the Estate (Ruth 4:1-12) 
 

As he had promised to do, Boaz meets with the other kinsman-redeemer in Naomi's family, to 

give him the opportunity to redeem the estate of Ruth's late husband.  Boaz is careful to observe 

the various proprieties involved, and he completes all of the arrangements with the blessings of 

the other Israelites who serve as witnesses. 

 

Boaz proceeds to meet the other kinsman-redeemer at the first opportunity (4:1-10).  The 

institution of a kinsman-redeemer, called a        (go'el) in Hebrew, was an important part of 

ancient Israelite society.  The Law of Moses dictated* that in some circumstances the brother of 

a dead man was obliged to marry his brother's widow, and that the first son of such a marriage 

(often called a levirate** marriage) would bear the name of the deceased brother.  By the time of 

the judges, the Israelites had extended this principle to include a number of related practices 

involving the redemption of the estates of close relatives***. 

 
* This was established as law in Deuteronomy 25:5-10, but it was a recognized custom long before that, as 

shown in Genesis 38:6-8. 

 

** The term 'levirate' is not related to the Levites, but rather comes from the Latin word levir, which means 

brother-in-law. 

 

*** Many of these customs were not in the Law of Moses, but were more-or-less based on principles taught 

there.  The main reason for the laws and the related customs was to maintain a long-term stability amongst 

the various tribes and families, to keep any of them from becoming either too weak or too powerful. 
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The book of Ruth provides us with a detailed account of the meeting between Boaz and his 

relative.  The episode is interesting for its look at the various customs involved, and it is also 

significant in showing us how conscientious Boaz is, in following established procedures so 

carefully.  He wants to leave no doubt that he has allowed God's will to take precedence. 

 

Boaz initiates his business with his relation in a public meeting place*, with ten of the town 

elders serving as witnesses to their discussion.  He formally notifies the man (who seems not to 

have been aware of it) that Ruth's proportional share of Elimelech's property is available for 

redemption**, and that he has the first opportunity.  The other go'el is willing to redeem (that is, 

purchase) the property, but when he learns that there is a widow involved, he chooses to decline, 

out of concern that it might devalue his own estate***. 
 

* A town's main gate was a standard place of meeting and of doing business in many ancient towns, and the 

practice was by no means limited to Israel. 

 

** The custom of redeeming a relative's land in this circumstance is not found in the Law of Moses, but it 

was based on principles similar to those applicable in, for example, Leviticus 25:25. 

 

*** This could happen if, for example, he had only one son by the widow, and no other sons.  Note that this 

man is not a brother to the deceased, and so he was not held in disregard the way that a brother who refused 

would have been (Deuteronomy 25:7-10). 

 

The sandal ceremony that the two relatives enact may seem rather quaint to us, yet it is again 

loosely based on a practice from the Law*, and it is no more odd than are many of our own 

society's legal and social customs.  We are simply used to our own society's rituals, so we don't 

see them the way that an outside viewer would, while by contrast we are not accustomed to 

seeing persons taking off sandals as a way of formalizing a transaction. 

 
* The sandal ceremony originated as a way of shaming a brother who refused to follow through with a 

levirate marriage (Deuteronomy 25:9-10).  By the time of the judges, it had become a simple practice with 

which many transactions were formalized. 

 

Boaz and his future wife thus receive the blessing of the witnesses who are present (4:11-12).  

The witnesses also offer their prayers for the couple's future.  These blessings and prayers are 

fully appropriate, because Boaz and Ruth have developed a relationship that is solidly founded 

on God's will.  Because Boaz and Ruth did as God directed them, and allowed him the chance to 

say 'no', they can now be confident that their marriage will be based on a firm foundation. 

 

Questions for Discussion or Study: Why is this meeting recorded in such detail?  Of what 

significance are the various formalities?  Does this example of 'redemption' parallel in 

any way our 'redemption' as believers in Jesus?  Of what significance are the blessings 

and prayers offered by those who witnessed Boaz's meeting with his relation? 

 

 

Naomi's New Family (Ruth 4:13-22) 
 

With the wedding of Ruth and Boaz, a new stage of life begins for them and for Naomi.  The 

new family is a blessing to all of them, and it is also a significant link in some of God's long-term 

plans.  The book closes in quite an appropriate fashion, as Naomi holds the grandson who is both 

a cherished blessing to her and also a source of hope for the future of Israel. 
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We now see how God has provided blessings for Boaz, Ruth, and Naomi (4:13-15).  The birth of 

a son completes the picture, as a further blessing to all three of them.  Naomi's friends offer their 

own thanksgiving, and in particular they praise God for the redemption of her family.  From 

what looked like a desolate situation, God's compassion has brought Naomi a new family whose 

love for her could hardly have been exceeded by her first family. 

 

The marriage of Boaz and Ruth brings blessings not only in the present, but also in the future 

(4:16-22).  As Naomi shares in God's blessing while holding her new grandson, we also learn 

that this infant is to become the grandfather of King David, and thus an ancestor of Jesus 

himself.  The short genealogy* in these verses shows us that the child, Obed, will have his own 

son Jesse, and that Jesse will be the father of David. 

 
* The genealogy here begins with Perez, the son of Judah.  It is interesting that the town elders had also 

mentioned Perez in their blessing of Boaz and Ruth.  Perez's birth was the result of a bizarre (and rather 

sordid) kind of levirate marriage, described in Genesis 38.  The child was innocent of the actions of his 

father, and his name was thus fit to be used as a blessing. 

 

The lineage of David and of Jesus is significance in a practical sense, in that it fulfilled a number 

of prophecies, and also in a thematic sense.  In Matthew, the gospel writer's genealogy points out 

several places in the lineage of Jesus where a foreign woman* was part of the Messiah's direct 

line.  Ruth is one of those he mentions, because she, a foreigner probably brought up to worship 

false gods, was grafted into the family tree of the living God's only begotten son.  God saw 

Ruth's sincere wish to serve him, and he enabled her to do so.  God knows that our nation, our 

race, and our family say little about whether we will genuinely seek him, and so he took steps 

long ago to open his door to all who knock. 

 
* The genealogy in Matthew also indicates that Boaz's mother was Rahab, which adds a further dimension 

to the account of Boaz.  Note, though, that the genealogy in Matthew often deliberately skips one or more 

generations (which is not a factual error, since 'father' and 'mother' can be used in this looser sense), in 

order to emphasize particular points. 

 

In various ways, Ruth, Naomi, and Boaz have all found refuge in God.  For all those who search 

for him, our God is a refuge from the struggles we face in this harsh world.  His refuge will 

provide what we most need, whether we need time to heal, time to understand, or whether we 

simply need God to show us what to do.  God's refuge enables the faithful to endure hardship, to 

develop faithful friendships, and to have patience while God works his will. 

 

Questions for Discussion or Study: How has God blessed Boaz?  How has he blessed 

Naomi?  How has he blessed Ruth?  Of what significance is it that this family stands in 

the direct line of David and of Jesus?  Would knowing this have meant anything to them?  

What overall lessons can we learn from the book of Ruth? 

 

 

- Mark Garner, October 2006 
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